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Meet GO Humanity!

Giving and Organizing for Humanity

GO Humanity was founded in 2009 as a foundation encouraging humanistic philanthropy – originally branded Foundation Beyond Belief. Over the next 13 years, GO Humanity not only succeeded in encouraging philanthropy (to a tune of $3.86M in grants awarded!) but we also began building the infrastructure to provide impactful, humanistic, direct service in local communities.

By growing an active network of volunteer teams and planting a Food Security Project that is now in full bloom, today we work with thousands of volunteers who share our values and who put those values to work in local communities around the globe.

Our GO Teams offer substantive alternatives to existing charities that tie assistance to religion or allow the most marginalized individuals and communities to fall through the cracks. As we succeeded in seeding inclusive, secular service teams all over the world, our old “foundation” moniker no longer said enough about what we do and the impact our volunteers and donors are making.

That’s why this year, Foundation Beyond Belief became “GO Humanity: Giving and Organizing for Humanity.” Along with the name change, our brand got a fresh new look that highlights the strength and diversity of our teams and the people they serve. You can learn more about our rebranding process at gohumanity.world/our-history.

We also updated our values (page 11) to reflect the way GO Humanity has seeded deep roots in local communities that will nurture strength, resilience, inclusion, and power for people who would otherwise slip through the gaps in the social safety net. Together, we will grow a beautiful, equitable, flourishing world.
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Coming onto Foundation Beyond Belief in 2012, the issues we faced then seem so much smaller than they do today. I’m ecstatic to have seen this organization grow and adapt over the years to meet the ever changing needs of communities and people everyday. I am proud of the work we have done as FBB and will continue to do as GO Humanity. Now, as we have transitioned to a new name, it is only fitting to pass the baton onto a new Chair. So it is with pride that I pass it off onto Allie, as I continue supporting GO Humanity from the role of Vice Chair.

- Clare Wuellner
A Message from Our Board Chair

It has been a pleasure to support GO Humanity as a Board Member during the past three years – our mission driving me forward as powerfully as the dedication our teams have for their communities. As Board Chair, Clare has done an incredible job supporting this organization, always going above and beyond throughout the years. It’s my pleasure to take over for her as Board Chair, continuing her work of growing this organization and with her ongoing guidance as she continues with us as Vice Chair.

With the uncertainty facing the world, people and communities need our help more each day. GO Humanity’s work in building a strong, connected, and proactive network is one I believe will create the solutions we need in the coming decades adapting to a new set of problems. In 2022, we expanded our Food Security Project and Disaster Resilience Project, distributing thousands of meals to those in need and responding to numerous disasters in marginalized communities. In 2023, we will be tripling our monthly food grants and improving our preparedness to handle disasters, both climate and economic. With your support, we stand ready to face the challenges ahead, and I am so excited to be a part of this ongoing effort.

- Allie Ashmead
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A Message from our Executive Director

If 2022 has taught us anything, it’s that change will continue to define our planet. Be it food insecurity, climate, or politics – we can continue to expect drastic and continuous change from here on out. We set out this year knowing that we also needed to change to match our current reality, one which seems so much more unstable and unpredictable than that of more than a decade ago, when Foundation Beyond Belief was founded. With our transition from FBB to GO Humanity, we’ve shifted more of our focus to the local level, building a network of service teams that can react in the moment – bringing help to local communities on day one, when and where it’s most needed. Food insecurity has been on the rise in the past few years and will continue to worsen. Disasters are becoming the new normal, but we can’t let the suffering caused be normalized with them. Instead, through shared power and building trust – we aim to create stronger, more connected communities that will help each other during the darkest times.

With your help our work at the local level has evolved and expanded greatly in the past two years. Currently, our GO Humanity network encompasses more than 100 teams worldwide. Our Food Security Project has grown from just five teams in May 2021 to 20 teams in October 2022, with a new team added each month. Our Disaster Resilience Project is growing as well. This past year alone, we responded to a water crisis in Mississippi, grain shortages in Ukraine, a nationwide heatwave, and Hurricane Ian in Florida as our teams tapped into existing networks and resources in the most disaster-prone areas. With our local teams we aim to seed local power – giving communities the tools, resources, and knowledge they need to react effectively when disaster strikes. First responders are a critical part of our emergency framework, and so during the best of times we aim to create that structure for communities to support themselves and each other in the worst of times.

Heading into 2023, support for our GO Teams will expand with larger, more consistent monthly grants to ensure they have the resources ahead of time, before it’s too late. We will be focusing our efforts on establishing and growing teams in designated FEMA regions, where disaster is most likely to strike. We will continue to GO forward, building resilience in our human community – always without condition, prejudice, or religious moral values. Your support is what makes this all a reality, the light which allows us to provide hope to those in need. Thank you for standing with us, we need you more than ever to continue our mission towards a more connected, resilient, and caring world.

- Tif Ho
Our Mission

GO Humanity seeks to end poverty and hunger, promote good health and well-being, and foster employment opportunities and economic growth in ways that exemplify humanist values.
End poverty in all its forms everywhere.

End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture.

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages.

Promote inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment, and decent work for all.

Our Sustainable Development Goals

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) represent the world community’s commitment to achieve a more equitable, abundant, and sustainable future for all. The UN General Assembly adopted 17 interconnected goals addressing the most urgent challenges faced by our people and planet.

GO Humanity’s mission focuses on four specific SDGs, ensuring your gifts will have measurable global impact. Your financial solidarity contributes to a shared worldwide vision of a better future – where all people have access to the necessities that sustain life and allow us all to flourish.
Our Humanist Values

Humans helping humans.
Small groups of people who roll up their sleeves to make a difference locally can create a thriving humanity globally. We support the simple idea that humans pitching in to support one another is how we make change.

Shared power. Local power.
We work together rather than working for or over others. We recognize that people are experts in the needs of their own local communities. We center & support communities seeking their own liberation and empowerment.

Radical inclusion.
We need many diverse hands working together to build one beautiful world. We invite everyone who shares our values to join us — no exceptions. We aim for the uplift of the whole human family.
Seeding Power in Ten Countries

GO Teams: 102
Food Security Teams: 20
Disaster Resilience Teams: 5
Independent NGO: 1
End Poverty & Hunger

Seeding Local Power to
Food Security Project

The Food Security Project was launched in May 2021 to address food insecurity through localized efforts and widespread impact. GO Humanity awards monthly grants to local service teams to provide holistic solutions that address both immediate need and long-term sustainability. Food Security Teams grow community-led initiatives that focus on historically underserved communities. From five pilot teams in 2021, the Food Security Project has now quadrupled to 20 teams in five countries – and we’re gearing up to triple our impact with more teams and larger grants in 2023.
The Food Security Project funding that we received made it possible for us to increase the amount of food given per family within a year's time. We are absolutely grateful that no person had to leave our pantry without a bag of food.

CEO-Dr. Unique Hale and the CORMII CDC Team, Board and Volunteers
Your Impact on Food Security

2022

- Pounds of Food Distributed: 234,609
- People Fed: 155,229
- Volunteer Hours: 26,094
- Events: 468

$286,831 Value of Time Donated

$346,941 Value of Time Donated

Since Launch

- Pounds of Food Distributed: 1,628,244
- People Fed: 11,584
- Volunteer Hours: 162,824
- Events: 552
Through the Food Security Project, we feed thousands of children around our country. Because of your funding for our community gardens, community pantry, and other sustainable projects, a family can always expect food on their plates.

Mutya Valenzuela
Humanist Alliance Philippines International
“We are so thankful for the Food Security Project. It has ensured a constant food presence and encouraged more people we work with to participate fully in food production and homesteads.”

Bwambale Robert Musubaho
Kasese Humanist School
Food Rescue Alliance

The recipient of our three-year, $150,000 Compassionate Impact Grant, Food Rescue Alliance (FRA) has a simple but powerful goal: “Save the food. Feed the people.” FRA strengthens the collective power of community-led food rescue organizations – teams that keep nutritious food out of the waste stream and in the hands of folks who need it most. With the help of your donations, FRA has accelerated development of improved open-source food reclamation software, shifted its focus to priorities identified by local orgs, and supported a number of locally-led food security initiatives, including pop-up food pantries, and free community fridges.
We advocate for system change and work to address root causes of food insecurity through a variety of ways. We will not settle for injustice.

- Food Rescue Alliance
2 Countries
12 States
32 Local Partners
900K Food Pickups
11M+ Pounds of Food
We believe that there needs to be a diversity of tactics to address the problem of food insecurity, and that collaboration, coalition building, and peer-learning are essential to driving change-work.

- Food Rescue Alliance
Promote Good Health & Well-Being
GO Teams

Launched in 2011 with five volunteer teams as a way to more directly put our humanist values to work in local communities, our network of GO Teams has grown by leaps and bounds. Not only are our GO Teams active in more states and countries but they are taking on increasingly vital roles – filling gaps in the safety net that the most vulnerable people in our communities might otherwise slip through. GO Teams work to ensure that all people have access to the necessities that sustain human and planetary well-being. GO Team service projects in 2022 including: launching a pet food pantry; donating blood; helping unhoused people survive heat waves and hurricanes; sponsoring a rent assistance fund; leading menstrual product drives; supporting adaptive sports for people with disabilities; cleaning parks and highways; helping children access books; and more! GO Teams are putting your donations to work everyday in lifesaving ways.
With GO Humanity's help we've been able to build and stock a Little Free Pantry, hand out 100+ holiday bags to our unhoused neighbors, supply the local school district with hundreds of period products, and give out heaps of snack and hygiene packs every month.

- Devon Graham
Humanists of Tallahassee
### Since Launch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Events</th>
<th>Volunteer Hours</th>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Value of Time Donated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,994</td>
<td>266,795</td>
<td>206,236</td>
<td>$7M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Events</th>
<th>Volunteer Hours</th>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Value of Time Donated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>6,255</td>
<td>23,370</td>
<td>$193,327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GO Team Impact**

- Value of Time Donated
- Beneficiaries
- Volunteer Hours
- Service Events
GO Humanity's funding made it possible for us launch a pet food pantry; a rent fund; and a transportation fund in 2022. These were all unmet needs in our community, and being a part of the GO Humanity network helped us meet them.

- Ruth Bristow
Orlando Oasis
GO Team Highlights

Central Florida Freethought Community

Every quarter, this Central Florida GO Team heads to Kewannee Park and accompanying areas in Casselberry, FL. to help cleanup and beautify the community’s shared outdoor spaces. Kewannee Park is a six acre park that includes a large pavilion, basketball court, playground, exercise stations, jogging path, boardwalk, restrooms and pier. This event is kid-friendly so the whole family can participate in service!

Central Ohio United Non-Theists (COUNT)

Since 2018, COUNT volunteers have regularly donated their time to Adaptive Sports Connection (ASC) – a nonprofit serving children and adults who need adaptive equipment or instruction to participate in various sports. COUNT volunteers assist with lessons for students with various disabilities – racking up more than 565 hours at 60 ASC events!
“We are growing a small group of freethinkers and atheists interested in public service. In large part, this is due to the lifeline GO Humanity has thrown us. Your help has meant a lot. It means a lot to our clients. We have been able to keep going this year.”

- Joseph Shaw
AHH DC
GO Team Highlights

HAPI - Humanist Alliance
Philippines, International

HAPI volunteers put in thousands of hours feeding hundreds of people each month through the Food Security Project, but this GO Team is dedicated to education in their local community. HAPI provides school supplies and supports a reading room to give kids a leg up on learning. HAPI also leads health awareness campaigns including organizing large-scale cleanups to stop the spread of the dengue virus and distributing free lubes and condoms at the Manila Pride March as part of their HIV Awareness and Safe Sex campaign.

Northwest Chicagoland Humanist Crew (NCHC)

From 5Ks to supply drives to preparing meals, GO Team NCHC is always looking for ways to engage in service with the whole family! In August, NCHC created and donated artwork for United We Arts booth which will raise funds for two Ukraine charities providing psychological support to children who have witnessed war; and a shelter for the poorest Ukrainian families.
Secular Week of Action

Every year, GO Humanity partners with dozens of other secular organizations to offer a day of service around shared values as a relevant alternative to the National Day of Prayer. Groups all over the country organize service events; connect new volunteers to impactful local projects; and celebrate what human beings can achieve together when we dedicate ourselves to ethical action.

This year, communities in 22 states and 3 countries organized 48 service events, including park cleanups, pet food distribution, volunteering at food banks, planting trees, building a Little Free Food Pantry, and more.
Since 2016, GO Humanity has played an important role in supporting organizations that help communities respond to disasters. By volunteering for recovery crews, fundraising for local efforts, and amplifying crises faced by marginalized communities, GO Humanity has worked to ensure the most vulnerable people are not left out of recovery plans.

In recent years, many GO Teams have organized their own disaster recovery efforts. We’ve seen that these teams are incredibly effective and efficient with their hyper-local direct responses – moving much more rapidly and with lower overhead costs than larger outside organizations that take longer to respond and have big administrative budgets.

Because of this, in 2022, GO Humanity launched our pilot Disaster Resilience Project (DRP) that goes beyond sending funds to other charities – and instead works with local GO Teams on the ground to both prepare for disasters and aid in recovery.
Extreme Summer Heat

With back-to-back heat waves throughout this past summer, people living in underserved neighborhoods, without shelter, or with pre-existing health conditions faced extreme risk of heat-related illness and death. Temperatures in communities with higher rates of poverty can be up to 7 degrees warmer than wealthy neighborhoods during the hottest months, creating an even greater health hazard. This summer, more than 110M people in 2-dozen states faced heat alerts, with August 2022 being the hottest on record in North America and Europe.

For GO Teams working with some of the communities most affected, the summer heat wave necessitated local solutions to keep people alive, hydrated, and healthy while temperatures soared — and GO Humanity donors were there to help. Your gifts provided five GO Teams with a total of $2.5K in grants to minimize the worst impacts of extreme heat.
GO Teams Take Action

Humanist Society of Greater Phoenix (HSGP)

Phoenix is one of the hottest places on earth. Each summer brings more than 250 heat-related deaths and nearly 3,000 hospitalizations. With the generous support of GO Humanity donors, HSGP was able to help mitigate the impact of the heat on unhoused people by distributing 1,000 bottles of water along with other sun safety supplies including cooling bandanas (made with help from kids at Camp Quest), sunscreen, sunglasses, misters, and hats.

Austin Atheists Helping the Homeless (AHH)

With May, June, and July bringing the hottest average temperatures on record in Texas, Austin AHH saw the demand for cold beverages spike at their monthly giveaways serving the unhoused community. With a grant from GO Humanity, this GO Team was able to provide extra gallons of sun tea and Kool-aid as well as deliver gallon jugs of water to folks living outside.
GO Humanity inspires our humanist community to take action for causes that are important to us. GO Humanity does more than just help individual teams, they bring us all together into a global community. It feels powerful to be connected to a bigger cause.

Mars de La Tour
Humanist Society of Greater Phoenix
GO Teams Take Action

CORMII-Community Development Corporation

CORMII is one of GO Humanity’s Food Security Teams, providing food and other essentials to those in need. During the summer heat waves, CORMII used their grant from GO Humanity to add water as well as sandwich and salad fixing to their monthly giveaway, allowing families to access good nutrition without heating up their homes with a hot stove or oven. CORMII was also able to provide educational materials on keeping cool and avoiding dehydration.

CAFE Food Rescue

Another Food Security Project Team, CAFE Food Rescue redirects food surplus away from landfills and into the hands of those who struggle to access healthy meals. CAFE Food Rescue used their extreme heat grant from GO Humanity to purchase coolers, allowing them to continue delivering produce and fresh meals without spoilage from the high temperatures.
We had cold Kool-aid at our giveaway, but we didn't expect that ALL of it would be gone, leaving none for the other locations! **GO** Humanity helped us double up on water and Kool-aid and we expect to continue this as the heat continues.

- Austin Atheists Helping the Homeless
GO Teams Take Action

Central Florida GO Teams

The Orlando area is seeing some of the largest rent hikes in the country – with the average local renter paying an increase of $380 per month over last year. The affordable housing crisis has caused a spike in homelessness at the same time temperatures hit triple digits. While heat engulfed the area, Orlando Oasis focused on hydration and heat safety items for unhoused people facing extreme temperatures. This GO Team used its GO Humanity heat response grant to purchase umbrellas for shade, cooling towels, and aloe vera to distribute in collaboration with Central Florida Mutual Aid.

The team also enlisted the help of two other Florida GO Teams, Central Florida Freethought Community and the Humanists of Polk County, to upcycle scrap fabric along with insul-brite – sewing insulated water bottle sleeves. The sleeves keep ice water cold for 8 hours longer than uninsulated bottles, and help people living outside to avoid having to drink hot water. Together the teams distributed 75 sleeves and water bottles, and have stocked up another 100 sleeves and bottles to distribute next summer.
Jackson Water Crisis

In Jackson, Mississippi, access to safe water has been an ongoing nightmare. In a city that is nearly 85% Black, a legacy of environmental racism has left the city’s water infrastructure woefully inadequate. This year, flooding across the Deep South overwhelmed Jackson’s water treatment facilities, leaving 150,000 residents without clean water and without infrastructure justice to ensure safe water long-term.

Southeastern GO Teams have been in contact with mutual aid organizers in Jackson who worry that national attention for this crisis, which is already low, will disappear entirely, and with it, much-needed donations. Because of the generosity of our donors, GO Humanity service teams are working to provide direct assistance, support long-term water sovereignty, and transport Black mutual aid organizers to Jackson to volunteer in solidarity with the community.
Resisting Putin's Famine

Throughout the past year, Vladimir Putin has been using famine as a weapon of war. Russian blockades and nationalistic export bans are causing extreme food crises, with the poorest countries faring worse. By threatening millions of people with starvation, Putin hopes to pressure western nations to stop their support of Ukraine.

One of the countries experiencing devastating food shortages is Mali. An unprecedented 1.8 million people are facing extreme food insecurity in the country — with 309,000 children under the age of 5 experiencing severe, acute malnourishment. These numbers represent a 92% increase since 2021.
Supporting GO Humanity Partners in Action

Tandana Foundation

Tandana Foundation – an exceptional three-time GO Humanity grantee – works in Mali and reached out to GO Humanity for help as the situation there deteriorated. By raising $2.1k toward a match grant Tandana had secured, GO Humanity donors were able to double the support for Mali.

By expanding village stock ponds to conserve more water during the rainy season, which can then used for livestock and vegetable production, Tandana is supporting local partners in making their communities resilient against future shortages. Tandana supports local partners by providing emergency food assistance in the short-term and tools to expand the local ponds for long-term food sovereignty.

“Now that our partners have given us food to eat, there is nothing to stop us from continuing to expand many ponds,” said Daifourou Kassogué, a herder who is working on one of the ponds. “It’s all the people of the village who have benefited from this action.”
GO Humanity responded to our call for help in a time of great need for our community partners. It is so encouraging to have a partner willing to continue the positive relationship and dialogue over multiple years and who came to our assistance when we needed it most.

- Anna Taft, Founding Director
  Tandana Foundation
Hurricane Ian

Hurricane Ian was the deadliest storm to strike Florida since 1935. Just two miles per hour short of a Category 5 storm when it struck Florida’s east coast, the damage and trauma caused by Ian is beyond words. No part of the state was unaffected. In the days immediately following the storm, more than 2.4 million Floridians lost power, causing a health risk for individuals who use refrigerated medications or who were unable to access water and nonperishable food before the storm. While most of the Disaster Resilience Project’s (DRP) recovery efforts following Ian took place in FY2023, GO Humanity’s pilot DRP Team, Orlando Oasis, was able to implement some preparedness activities and emergency post-storm support, focusing on underserved community members.
Disaster Resilience
Pilot in Action

With Tropical Storm Ian rapidly strengthening into a Category 3 hurricane over just 24 hours as it headed toward Florida, Disaster Resilience Team Orlando Oasis swung into action. As the fiscal sponsor for Central Florida Mutual Aid (CFLMA), Oasis launched a hurricane relief fundraiser in advance of the storm. CFLMA and Oasis immediately put those funds to work getting underresourced community members into hotels or filling gas tanks for evacuation. For as long as they had power and internet, volunteers fielded emergency requests around the clock.

As the storm moved across the state, Central Florida experienced catastrophic flooding. Thousands of Floridians were trapped in more than 5 feet of water and sewage backflow for hours. As soon as flooding and debris on the roads was cleared, Oasis and its partners brought food, batteries, lights, and medication coolers to community members without power. For folks whose houses had become unlivable, Oasis and its partners continued providing emergency shelter and evacuation funds.

GO Humanity also launched a fundraiser in preparation to support Disaster Resilience Teams after the storm, which will be an integral part of FY2023 recovery efforts.
The neglect from officials enabled Ian to topple low income residents and render several of them homeless and feeling without dignity. These residents deserve better. The sustainable ongoing direct help from GO Humanity has given us some hope.

- Robin Harris
Central Florida Mutual Aid
Foster Decent Work & Economic Growth

Seeding Local Power to

Foster Decent Work & Economic Growth
Beginning in 2013 as a service program for US volunteers abroad, Humanist Action Ghana, with financial solidarity from GO Humanity donors, became an independent, Ghanian registered NGO on April 1, 2022. With Yvonne Stennicke Larsen in charge, the Ghanaian-led NGO provides vocational training projects specifically tailored to the needs identified by the communities they serve. The current project prepares young women to become tailors – with HA Ghana providing graduates with the tools and equipment needed to start their own business.

From the beginning, the ultimate goal of the program was for it to grow into a Ghanian-led and registered organization. Yvonne first joined the program as a volunteer and has been integral to shaping the values and direction of the program. HA Ghana went independent because it’s the right thing to do. Locals in developing countries should be the changemakers working from the heart of their communities rather than taking direction from privileged westerners. We are proud of the impact HA Ghana has had and look forward to seeing all that they accomplish in the future.
When I start working I will save a little money every day for my daughter. I want her to go to University. Or at least finish senior High School.

Suweiba, 21.
Taha Vocational training program trainee.
The most recent recipient of our three-year, $150,000 Compassionate Impact Grant, Boston Farms is a community land trust that acquires vacant urban land and turns it into collective neighborhood farms. These farms provide food for the community and create an opportunity for largely Black and Brown people to build long-term, lucrative careers in agriculture.

GO Humanity’s Compassionate Impact Grant, supported by your generosity, is empowering Boston Farms to make more land available; create durable farm infrastructure; make land and soil quality improvements; help urban farmers grow, sell, and distribute crops; and ensure reclaimed land is led through collective determination by a neighborhood-based coalition.
Boston Farms is the first of its kind, created to own and manage commercial farms for community benefit. We are led by the communities we serve, ensuring that local decision-making guides the future of our land.

- Boston Farms Community Land Trust
Community of Support

Seeding Local Power with our
Revenue:
$319,116

Unrestricted 91.5%
Restricted 8.5%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Humanist &amp; Compassionate Impact Grants</th>
<th>Humanist Disaster Resilience</th>
<th>Humanist Action Ghana</th>
<th>GO Teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$150,000</td>
<td>$20,843</td>
<td>$11,152.21</td>
<td>$43,244.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seedling local power to end poverty and hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture.

Seedling local power to build resilient communities that can take collective action after a natural disaster or humanitarian catastrophe because they have developed resources and connections to protect community members and reduce the impact of major adverse events.

Seedling local power to foster inclusive and sustainable economic growth in ways that exemplify humanist values; full and productive employment; and decent work for all.

Seedling local power to improve health and wellbeing through food security; environmental, disability, and infrastructure justice; urban beautification; education; access to basic necessities; and community building.
Expenditures:
$449,637.39*

*Expenditures include the $150,000 Compassionate Impact Grant that was earmarked in FY22 but will be dispersed over 3FYs, creating an "on paper" deficit that is covered in the budget.
Our Partners

Disaster Resilience Teams

GO Teams

Food Security Project Teams

2022 Annual Report

(page 61)
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Thank you for helping us seed local power in 2022!

Food Security Project Teams; Disaster Resilience Teams; Bronze & Gold GO Teams

- 360 Eats
- Atheists Helping the Homeless, DC—Helping People Without Homes
- Atheists Helping the Homeless — Phoenix
- Atheists United (AU)
- Austin Atheists Helping the Homeless (Austin AHH)
- CAFE Food Rescue
- Central Florida Freethought Community
- Central New York Humanist Association
- Central Ohio United Non-Theists (COUNT)
- CORMII Community Development Corporation
- The Food Drive
- Freethinkers Association of Central Texas (FACT)
- Houston Freethought Oasis
- Humanist Association Philippines, International (HAPI)
- Humanists of Polk County
- Humanist Society of Greater Phoenix (HSGP)
- Humanists of Tallahassee
- Humanists of West Florida
- Kasene Humanist School
- Kenya Humanist Alliance
- Mouvement de la Jeunesse pour la Liberte de la Pensee en Haiti (MOJELIPH)
- Northwestern Chicagoland Humanist Crew
- Orlando Oasis
- Southern Virginia Atheists, Skeptics, & Humanists (SEVASH)
- Susquehanna Valley Ethical Society (SVES)
Seeding Local Power

gohumanity.world
info@gohumanity.world

1940 Fountain View Drive #1126
Houston, TX 77057

(832) 464-7006

Text GOHUMANITY to 269-89 to give